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SGA assembles task force
based on erroneous data
by Doug Harrison

managing editor
Citing a letter to the editor in
last week's edition of The C;urrent
that said students pay $l62.60 per
semester for the use of the Mark
Twain Fitness Center, the Student
Government Association formed a
task force to address the "extreme
rate[s]" of student activity fees.
However, the information in the
letter was incorrect.
During the assembly meeting
Wednesday, SGA President Bob
Fritchey, opened a discussion on
the issues raised by the letter writer,
Ron Loflin.
"The letter to editor in The Current this week brought up some
really good points," Fritcbey said.
Barbara Colasso, an assembly
representative, agreed.
"If I understood the letter correctly, we are paying $162.50 for
the use of the fitness center,"

Colasso said.
However, according to Lowe
"Sandy" MacLean, vice chancellor
oc' Student Affairs, the fee to which
Loflin referred, the student facility
and student activity fee, generates
revenue for not only fitness center
but also for other buildings and services.
"The $162.50 cited in Loflin's
letter is comprised of a number of
fees of which the fitness center is a
small part," MacLean said.
MacLean said that tbe student
facility and student activity fee is
made up of fees from six areas: athletics CRec-sports), University Center, recreation (fitness center), student activates, student services and
health services.
"Each year, I get the projected
inflati on rates for the next fiscal year,"
MacLean said. "From there I turn to
the directors of athletics, recreation
and the University <;enter. They, in
turn, propose an increase in this fee ."

MacLean said that each director must justify an increase more
than the inflation rate, although
they generally do not request that
large of an increase.
The student activities and students services fees are largely decided by the students, MacLean
said.
"I go to the students and say,
These two fees go to fund the
student activities budget committee, and I'm interested in your input.' A third of the time they recommend an increase," MacLean
said. "I've always went along with
the students' recommendation, so
essentially, the students control
these fees."
Currently, the student activity
fee stands at $1.68 per credit hour.
The student services fee is $0.25
per credit hour.

see SGA, page 10
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Tunes at noon
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A Solucion Latina band performs in front of the University Center as part of Hispanic-Latino
month . See the story on page 3.

SGA passes diversity resolution,
approves assembly chair
that SGA resolves to
denounce discrimination on any basis suggests that the associ aThe todtmt-GIwemm&l~~-"Tion ~l obby
UM
ciation passed a resolution last week board of curators in a
denouncing discrimination based on proper fashion" to add
sexual orien tation.
the clause, and "proAccording the Bob Fritchey, SGA mote awareness of difpresident, the purpose of the Diver- ferences in a positive
sity Resolution of 1996- 1997 will and constructive manultimately be to get the "sexual orien- ner."
tation" clause added to the UM sysFritchey said the
tem-wide anti-di crimination policy. resolution is meant to
The policy became an issue last get the process movfall after then UM system President mg.
George Russell opted to delete the
"This is a starting
sexual orientation clause. Russell was point, not a finishing
allowed to do this because state and point," Fritchey said.
photo: Shelley Satke
federal law does not req uire such a "This is a movement
clause.
Bob
Fritchey
co
nsu
lts with newly I
that student governThe Office of Equal Opportunity ment will support and
elected assembly chair Benjamin Ashe.
had to m anually white ou t any part defend. "
that mentioned the specific clause in
Brian Edmiston, a member of the with the UM curators.
its posters and handbooks.
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Students for
The Diversity Resolution states
Change, said lobbying shouldn'tstop
see Meeting, page 10

by Scott Lamar
edito r in chief

• AND- W HERE IT GOES
Student Service
Fee-$0.25

Fitness Center
Fee-$1.86

Health Services
Fe~6.00

U-Center
Fe~3.43

grapn oreaks
down the components
of the student facilities
antl activities fee. Figres represent cost per
credit hour.
Fees are·assessed up to
12 credit hours per semester.
Th~Health Service Fee
is a flat fee of $6per semester.
A full-time student pays
a total of$166.40for the
1996-97 academic year.

Program provides assistance and integration for students
by Jennifer Lynn
of The Current staff
Starting the new semester can be
challenging for many students, especially for those with a disability who
sometimes require assistance.
Special Student Programs, a division of Student Affairs, assists students with special needs in their pursuit of academic success.
This semester 98 new students
have sought individualized help from
the program. According to Marilyn
Ditto, coordinator for the Special
Student Programs: this is the largest
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number of new students the program
has ever had. She said that even with
this many students, they can still ... classroom accommodations for students
provide excellent services.
include extended test times and alternative
The main objective of Special
Student Programs encompasses an testing procedures.
effort to integrate students into university life and academics through student programs will provide readers accessibility problems.
Special Student Programs works
individualized services that help to . for the visually impaired and interprovide a positive learning experi- preters for the hearing impaired, as closely with faculty, notifyinginstrucence.
well as assistance for students with tors whenever students with special
"Most of the students do well. learning disorders, brain injuries or needs enroll in their classes.
Ditto works with students prior to
On the average they graduate and other disabling conditions.
The program also provides infor- the first day of classes enabling tl1em
complete programs as well as other
students," Ditto said.
mation on how to benefit from the to get accus tomed to the campus enAmong other services, special accessible offerings and how to solve vironment and the daily routine of

college.
Classroom accommodations for
students include extended test times
and alternative testing procedures
along with taped text books and lectures.
" Classroom accommodations
make it possible for a person with a
disability to take part in the program
and have access equal to that of other
students," Ditto said.
Ditto can provide information and
assistance to anyone requesting it. Interested students should inquire in 301
Woods Hall or call Special Student
Programs at 516-5211 or 516-5212.

Minimum wage raises earnings and debate
by SeanStockburger
features associate
The federal minimum wage increased from $4.25 to $4.75 Tuesday
and will increase again to $5.15 on
Sept. 1, 1997.
The extra $.50 an hour means
another $80 a month for minimum
wage earners working 40 hours a
week.
It also means employers will pay
another $80 a month for each full
time minimum wage employee.
The "Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996," which raised the
minimum wage, is the first amendment to the Fair Labor Standards Act
since Congress voted to raise minimum wage to $4.25 an hour in April

of 1991.
. Congress passed the new bill on
Aug. 2, and President Clinton signed
it into law Aug . 20, 1996 .
UM-St. Louis is host to many
different viewpoints.
While many fee.! the increase is
needed, others worry that businesses
will raise the prices of goods and
services to balance the rising cost of
labor.
"They [workers] need a raise ,
but I don't know about 90 cents ,"
engineering major Ryan Buenemann
said. "Prices are already high enough
as it is. "
Others think that the raise needs
to be even higher.
"It's hard enough for students
having to live on $5 an hour let alone

when th ey have children and families," Professor Shirley LeFlore
said . "Would anyone in the Congress, the Senate or the President
want to make fi ve dollars an hour?
Wou Id you like t o make $5 an bour?"
B arb ara Carroil , director of Human Resources at the University,
said most s tudents employed on
cam pus make more than minimum
wage .
She does not belie e the increase
will have an e ffect on University
fees and services .
"B eca use Congress has been
talking about this for a really long
time, departm e nts were expecting
it," Carroll said . "They've had t~me
to make budget adj ustrnen ts ."
Although the new bill will increase

earnings for millions of Americans,
there are some in the minimum wage
bracket who will not see a larger
paycheck just yet. Employers are allowed to pay new employees, 20 or
younger, a sub-minimum wage of
$4.25 for their first 90 days on the
job. Anyone, regardless of age, who
works for tips will still receive last
year's wage of $2.13 an hour.
The Fair Labor Standards Act
was first passed into law by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt's administration in 1938.
. To learn more about the minimum wage law and how it came into
existence, visit the minimum wage
home page on the World Wide Web
at http://www.dol.gov/dolJesaJpublic/minwage/main.htm.

Carnahan,
Kelly,
Oglesby
to debate
here today
UM-St. Louis will host the firs
gubernatorial debate Monday Oct. ~
in the J.e. Penney Auditorium .
The race for governor include~
Democratic
incumbent
Me
Carnahan, Republican state audito.
Margaret Kelly, and Libertarian can
didate J. Mark Oglesby. The deb at!
will last 90 minutes .
The debate will be held in a tradi
tional format. Terry Ganey, St. Loui,
Post-Dispatch Washington Bureal
Chief, "'ill be the moderator.

·Tune into
·KWMU, 90.7

FM, for five
debate
. cov~rage.
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Civic Progress
should open
door to public
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Shot out of water:
Swimming program
was exercise in futility
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As an ex officio member of Civic Progress,
Chancellor Blanche Touhill sits on a board comprised of St. Louis' most influential people.
A major policy decision affecting the city is
seldom made without the
approval of Civic
Progress or one of its
members. At least thatis
how it seems when
watching th e 10 o'clock
news or li s tening to
KMOX a nd hearing
'Civic Progress ' mentioned after a big story.
Nobody knows how
big of a role it plays because the group is somewhat
of a mystery. This is because the group does not
have to answer to the public . Civic Progress has no
listing in the phone book, nor does it have an office
or a regular staff. Its meetings ' are closed to the
public despite the fact that its discussions focus on
public policy.
Civic Progress is clearly looking out for the
city's best interests. It is the same group that bought
the St. Louis Blues in 1986 and orchestrated the
Rams' move to St. Louis last year. In addition, the
group convinced TWA to move its headquarters
here and helped make MetroLink a reality.
Civic Progress is the force keeping hockey fans
happy by preventing Mike Keenan from trading
Brett Hull to the An aheim Mighty Ducks for Bob
Corkum and a bag of pucks.
Even UM-St. Louis has benefitted from the
Chancellor's ex officio status. Touhill has attributed the University'S success in the area of private
gifts to the partnerships she has established in the
community . Jefferson Smurfit, Corp., Mons anto
Co., Enterpri se Rent-A-Car, Boatmen's Bancshares
and Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., who all
have CEOs on the board, contributed generous
sums of money to the University. Given the $103
billion in combined revenue commanded by the
members' companies, Touhill is in network heaven.
You can bet there's quite a bit of corporate back
scratching going on.
In any case, whatever Civic Progress wants ,
Civic Progress gets. Its decisions, good or bad , will
have an impact on every St. Louisan. But what if its
actions have a negative impact? Who does it answer to? Nobody.
Civic Progress's part in dictating public policy
is equal to or greater than that of our elected city
officials. But despite the fact that Mayor Freeman
Bosley Jr. and County Executive "Buzz" Westfall
are ex officio members, Civic Progress speaks only
when the news is good.
As long as Civic Progress remains a private
entity , St. Louisans who make a conscious effort to
know what's going on in the city will never know
the whole story . In addition, they won ' t know if
Civic Progress is acting in St. Louis's best interests.
To borrow a phrase from a former colleague,
Civic Progress is a bunch of white men with money.
H;ardly a diverse group of people , Civic Progress,
which has 41 members, has only one woman (Touhill) and one African American (Bosley). How
could the members, who are worth millions , possibly know what's best for the citizens of St. Louis
without communicating with them?
The Riveifront Times has recently filed a suit to
require Civic Progress to open all of its meetings to
the public. The RFT suit points at the Sunshine
Law, which states that "quasi-public governmental
bodies" involved in activities with."governmental
bodies" be open to the press and the public .
The RFT contends that Touhill, Bosley and
Westfall are "governmental bodies" and Civic
Progress constitutes a "quasi-governmental body."
Touhill refused to answer any questions regarding the matter.
The RFTshould be commended for taking such
a bold action. Ifit wins , and I hope it does , St. Louis
will have the chance to question Civic Progress's
policy regarding the Lambert Airport expansion
and the voluntary sc hool desegregation program.
Instead of a Wizard-of-Oz-like mystique, the public could have the knowledge it deserves and the
right to question policy decisions.
Civic Progress is a good thing, but keeping its
meetings closed and its agenda a secret insure that
the public will remain in the dark on important
issues.
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Being informed is everyone's job
President
Bob
SGA
Fritchey's uninfonned decision
to convene a task force on "extreme" student activity fees was
grossly premature and dually
embarrassing for the assembly.
SGA has the responsibility to
substantiate all infonnation on
which it bases any fonnal as-

sembly action. It is crucial for the while the administration hikes
SGA assembly to apprise itself of the their fees.
pay schedule as this body must apSo too does The Current have
prove proposed increases made by a responsibility to stay abreast
administrators in November.
and infonn students of unclear
Further, students have to be in- or confusing is sues.Aninfonned
formed about where itis and for what decision not to act is more retheir money is going. Students should spectable than any action, hownot sit idly by and quietly acquiesce ever slight, that is misinformed.

Letters to the editor
Kudos and criticism for SGA from student
To the editor:
The Student Government Association has finally decided to allow any
student not on academic probation the
opportunity to run for Homecoming
Court this year.
Since the reinstatement of Homecoming in 1992, the SGA had required
that any student running for Homecoming Court be sponsored by a student
organization. This year's SGA has remembered that the majority of the student body does not belong to student

organizations; thus, these students are being
given the opportunity to run for Homecoming Court, something they had been denied in
previous years.
I applaud their efforts, which may act as
a means to increase student involvement at
UM-St. Louis.
However, the SGA has decided to keep
the $10 application fee . This fee should be
abolished.
Students do not pay an application fee
when they run for the SGA or the University
Senate, so why should they pay when running
for Homecoming Court?

Students already help pay for the
expenses of Homecoming through their
student activities fee.
If they go to the dance, they will pay
their admission to the dance. Why does
the SGA want to get more money out of
the students when they are already paying enough? I urge all students to contact the SGA office in 262 University
Center and tell them to abolish the application fee.

Steven M. Wolfe
Graduate School Representative

'Gods of the internet' make on-line time hard to come by
To the editor:
I am writing in regard to the UM-St.
Louis Internet server. I am wondering if
anyone else is experiencing any form of
difficulty with the system . I am new to
this school, so I don' tknow many people
here.
The few people that I do run into,
who also have Internet accounts through
school , have also expressed some degree of concern about problems with
the system.
Actually , the common response
when I ask if anyone has problems with
the server is, "Of course."
The major problem I have been having is logging on . Under an ideal situa; tion, there would be three lines available to me for connecting to the server.

i

Unfortunately, the two regular lines are continually busy, leaving only the fifteen-minute
line available.
This line is also busy at peak times of the
day . (I define peak time as 8 a.m. to midnight.)
The second problem is with the mail
server. Normally, I can send and receive email just fine .
But if I want at attach a file, I have to
perform a ritualistic sacrifice of time to the
almighty god of the Internet.
. This god never seems to be pleased with
my sacrifice because I have never been able
to transfer any attached files.Now, if all of
these services were free, I would not complain .
But we do pay $6 per credit hour for
instructional computing fees .
For me, a part-time student, tl)at doesn't

amount to much. But the folks who are
full-time students are paying out the
wazoo for less-than-mediocre Internet
serVlce.
I would think that being part of a
world class university would warrant
world class Internet access .
How are we to advance into the 21st
century if we cannot even log on to our
Internet server to check our e-mail?
So please, if you dare, send me an email to let me know I'm not the only
one experiencing problems with our
Internet provider.
My
address
is
(sOI2287@umslvma.umsl.eclu).
Good luck, and don't forget to make
the sacrifice to the god of the Internet.

Randolph S. Abrams

Send your letter to us via the internet at: •

current@ jinx.umsl,edu

,)
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My friend, let's call him Bill, should by :
accounts be a happy man. In the summer he w
graduate from this institution with good grades a1
a useful degree, having done so in just a little ov
four years . His future is so bright, indeed he mig
have to wear shades .
But Bill's future is
not what troubles him
as much as his past.
Bill hales from the
east, or is it west; I can't
remember. Either way,
his home is a few time
zones away . So for Bill
to attend UM-St. Louis
was something of an
exercise in faith-faith
in himself and faith in the University that it wou
materialize on the promises of those glossy hri
chures and fast-talking recruiters.
In fact, Bill passed up offers from other Jil)
prestigious universities to swim at UM-St. Lou
He represented an aquatic opportunity for the U
versity to disprove its critics who contend that
St. Louis is a small-time player, that it can ' t co
pete with the likes of Mizzou and the local priv
institutions. A-Harvard-by-the-Highway they c
it. Bill held up his end of the agreement and th l
some.
"When I fIrst arrived here, I would hear ail t
things people said about the University . They call
it CHUMSL and said only the losers who could
make it at SLU or Wash U. came here. Andalwa
I would defend the school and say 'No, that's
right. I'm proud to be partofUM-St. Louis, andf'
proud to represent this school in athletic compe
tion, '" Bill said .
BU,t that all changed last year.
After some team members objected to w
they called the coach ' s "inappropriate behavi
and registered their complaint with the ath!
department, the coach resigned.
"Everybody thinks we just got together one
and decided we wanted a new coach. So in or
accomplish that, we made up a hunch of lies.
those people weren't there, and they didn't w I
with her every day," Bill said.
The allegations split the team, pitted frien
against one another, undermined the relationshi
and trust that athletic teams often foster amo
team members. Bill says the athletic departme
for its part, wasn't very forthright and seemed I
than concerned.
"When we first brought the problems to
athletic department's atteption, we were told 'I
is a collegiate athletic team; you have to exp
some of these things to occur'" Bill said .
After the coach's resignation, the departm
hired a new coach who Bill said was an "exceU
coach but one who couldn't survive on
University's salary ."
At the end of the season, the department cut
program, citing a restructured conference that i
lated UM -St. Louis from its conference opponen
The new coach was going to accept a positi
elsewhere that paid the bills , and chances are
athletic department seized the opportunity to tighte
its fiscal belt and distance itself from the unplea~
ant events ofthe preceding season at the expense c
the swimming program.
"I was really looking forward to some grea
things in my final season, and the department Sail
it would help us transfer to a new school. But ho
many of my credits were going to carry over? Am
what team was going to be very interested in
swimmer with one season left?" Bill said.
Bill has made efforts to reconcile with
former teammates and tries to temper his perspe
tive with as much maturity as possible.
"My years here have been marked by som
really great times and good friends. But there hay
also been some really dark periods."
Nevertheless, Bill is a resilient young man.
is going to pack his belongings in the summeJ
return home and pursue a career like most of us.
The saddest part may not be that Bill has bee,
brazenly exploited by the University and its politi
cal machine, but that the University frittered awa
a wonderful chance to point to Bill now and saj
"Look all you naysayers, we can attract out-oj
state students and make them proud to have al
tended UM-St. Louis."
Instead, it has soured an alumnus-to-be wh
one day may be great. Unfortunately, he will hav
succeeded despite the University, not because ofi"
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Continuing Education keeps the community learning
by Pam White
of The Current staff
If you want to fight for clean
air and water, watch an a11women's dance troup perform visually aesthetic moves or learn
methods of financial success, the
UM-SLLouisDepartmentofContinuing Education & Outreach has
programs for you.
This department may be the
department which is marketed the
least to regular students, but it
also offers some of the most varied and interesting programs. It
works in conjunction with each
school on campus, such as the
School of Business, offering professional development courses
and workshops. Some courses
offer college credit, and most offer continuing education units for
professionals.
October's agenda includes
workshops titled "Repairing the
Planet: A Citizen's Agenda" and
"Winning the Money Game." A
performance by the Gash-Voigt
Dance Theatre, which is co-sponsored by the Institute for Women's
& Gender Studies, took place Sept.
30, and was part of the Monday
Noon Series and Women in the

On the Road with Rat
by Michael J, Urness
entertainment editor

Performing Arts.
Continuing Education also
brought Dr. Mary Pipher, an nationally-recognized author. Dr.
Pipher wrote the best-selling Reviving Ophelia: Saving the Selves
of Adolescent Girls. She appeared
as part of the "Empowering Young
Women Conference" that was held
Wed. Oct. 2 andThursday, Oct. 3 at
the le. Penney Auditorium. This
conference , including Pipher's talk
about how American culture affects the mental health of its women,
targeted young women in the
middle- and high-school grades.
If you're sick of drinking out
of the polluted Mississippi River,
or tired of sneezing because of air
pollutants, attend "Repairing the
Planet." This program is offered as
two workshops , ' co-sponsored by
the Missouri Coalition for the Environment, the Sierra Club and the
Center for Science & Technology
at UM-St. Louis. The workshops
will be held on consecutive Saturdays, Oct. 12 and Oct. 19.
On Oct. 12, Sam Daley-Harris,
founder ofthe grass-roots lobbying
group Results will be the featured
speaker. He will share techniques
for organizing citizen lobbies and
working with the media and elected

officials.
On Oct. 19 , Dr. David Korten,
author of When Corporations Rule
th e World, will be the featured
speaker. He will address sustainable
economies, campaign finance reform
and the defense human rights in a
global economy.
Both workshops will be from
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the J.e.
Penney Conference Center. The cost
is $25 each day and includes lunch.
Call 727-0600 for information and
516-6912 to register.
"Winning the Money Game" is
a four-session seminar on personal
financial planning also offered.
Among the course topics covered
are the foundati ons of financial independence, how toput your dollars
to work, retirement planning, estate
planning , mortgage lending and
home ownership strategies.
Tuesday sessions meet Oct. 8 to
Oct. 29; Thursday sessions meet
from Oct. 3 to Oct. 24. The cost is
$69 in advance, and $89 at the door.
Call 516-6912 to register.
Information on themany courses
and workshops that Continuing Education & Outreach offers can be
accessed at http://www.umsl.edu/
-conted/ on the World Wide Web or
call 516-6912.

While driving through the
desertSouthwestearlier this year, I
happened upon the town of
Tucumcari, New Mexico, which,
from the looks of it, hasn 'tchanged
much since the "glory days" of old
Route 66. If you've seen any of the
documentaries that have been done
glorifying it, tbe old highway was
dotted with hundreds of towns just
like Tucumcari. Most of these
towns featured an Americana with
photo: courtesy
a flair or flavor the writers and
directors of these films imply is no
Dr, Mary Pipher addresses a sold-out crowd at J.e. Penney
longer available.
This simply isn't so.
A recent visit to the Waffle
House restaurant on St. Charles
Rock Road shortly after midnight
convinced me that as long as there
are Americans, Americana will live
and thrive.
The bittersweet smells of cofganizing events to celebrate.
ibe Tropical and Solucion Latina,
6:30 to 7:15.
fice of Equal Opportunity. The Peby Jill Barrett
fee, waffles, cigarettes and syrup
will perform salsa and cumbia muIn an effort to reach HISLA's
HISLA will also sponsor a Peru- ruvian dancer is co-sponsored by
greet you at the door. Though the features editor
goal of education, the group is hostvian potter. Victor Manuel Juarez International Students Organization.
sic. Solucion Latina performed on
music coming out the juke box and
ing a fundraising dance Friday. Prothe University patio last Wednesspecializes in native sculpture ce- Tickets to the dance cost$10. DonaStudents do not have to go
the style of dress may have changed
ceeds will benefit HISLA's BECA
south of the border to experience
day, so students may be familiar
ramics and is presently showing his tions of non-perishable items will
some since the ' 40s or '50s, but
scholarship
fund.
with
the
group.
art at the Cultural Arts Center in St. be accepted for the Accion Social
the
culture
of
South
America.
The
little else has.
For studenl, concerned about
This scholarship benefits any stustudent-run Hispanic-Latino AsPeters. The artist, who will be com- Comunitaria, a non-profit organi zaWhat makes the Rock Road
knowing how to dance a merengue,
dent who wishes to focus his or her
ing to campus later this month, also tion which runs a food pantry, a
sociation is sponsoring several
location similar to one of the joints
studies on an aspect of Latin Ameria salsa or a cumbia, Luciana
demonstrates his pottery technique. Latin American Bilingual School
cultural performances during the
along old Route 66 is that it borders
Martinez will offer free lessons the
can studies. Friedrichs revived the
Juarez's pottery is unique because he and a health clinic which benefits
month of October.
an industrial park and sits right
benefit dance after she became presinight of the dan e. Martinez, apro"We want to continue educ.atdoes nat use a .wheel Gr spi ndle.
St. Louis ' s Hispanic community.
next to a motel. Truckers and travdent in 1994.
fession al instructor, wiI l al so teach
ing people of our culture and lan"His method is a traditio nal one,
Ca. a Lorna Ballroom i located
elers are as much the nann as lodance
classes
"It
is
my
long-term
goal
to
enon
the
University
and
dates
from
pre-Colombian
times
guage,"
said
Alicia
Friedrichs,
at
3354
Iowa (off Cherokee). For
cals.
dow the scholarship," Friedrichs
patio, Tuesday and Wednesday,
mSLAs president. National His-before the conquistado res ," tickets to the dance, or mOre inforWeary truck drivers sportin'
says. "But I will be e.cstatic if five
from 11 :30 to 12: 30. For Evening
panic Heritage Month, which beFriedrichs explains .
mation on upcoming HISLA activithree-day beards and a look of
hundred people attend the dance."
College students, folkloric dancers
gan Sept. 15, runs through OctoThe dance is co-sponsored by ties, contact AliciaFriedrichs at 397white-line fever in their eyes sit at
Two twelve-man bands, EI Carber 15. HISLA has been busy orwill perform Tuesday night from
Office of Student Activities and Of- 5829 or 706-03 55 .
the counter sippin' coffee. Wild•
eyed girls in leather jackets and
cowboy hats sit in a booth boldly
flirting with a booth of young men
who, in turn, flirt with a waitress .
by John Jones
Cahokians inhabited the area from
"SCATfERED, CHUNKED,
of The Current staff
about 700 A.D. to 1400 A.D. The
SMOTHERED AND COVcivilization reached its peak in 1100
ERED," shouts a waitress on the
With every footfall on the grass, A.D. The community had a populaother side, ordering a single order
one
almost hears the voices calling tion of over 20,000 people, which
of hashbrowns. The cook, an eldto
the
universe. As the wind rushes was larger than the city of London at
erly black man with greying hair,
over
silent
earthen mounds, one can that time. The mounds are all made
never looks up. He. repeats the ordetect
the
great
culture that used to of pressed dirt and exist as a result of
der and keeps right on working.
belong
to
the
Cahokian
people.
various religious, political and burial .
His build, demeanor and ability to
Cahokia
Mounds
are
known
for
ceremonies.
keep track of all the orders, indisome of the most spectacular scenLast weekend the UM-St. Louis
cate he's likely to have served in a
of
ery
in
the
local
area.
It
is
a
series
anthropology
club went to the
mess tent or galley at another time
78
man-made
earthen
mounds,
the
mounds
to
raise
money for the Nain his life.
largest
of
which
is
the
famous
tive
American
Education
Fund. This
A short, stocky fifty-something
Monk's
Mound.
Monk's
Mound
was
was
during
the
site's
annual
Americab driver wearing a tweed racing
named
after
eighteenth-century
can
Heritage
festival.
.
cap rises from the counter and walks
The president of the Anthropolslowly over to the jukebox. After French Missionaries who settled in
ogy
Club, Richard Claverie, and sevbriefly surveying rhe available se- the region and covers 14 acres. To
eral
volunteers were at the site selllections, he whips out a buck and the visitor with enough energy to
ing
sodas
to thirsty festival goers.
plays a few Alanis Morrisette and climb the stairs, the height may seem
"Many
of the Native American
like much more than fifty feet, but
photo: John Jones
Tori Amos songs.
People vtsit the museum at Cahokia Mounds
communities
definitely need help,"
Similar scenes can be found in the climb is worth it. At the top of the
other area eateries too . Uncle Bill's mound, the view of the surrounding explained the club ' s vice-president,
west of Collinsville.
is one of the many events held at the
The UM-St. Louis AnthropolPancake House, Gingham's , countryside includes the skyline of Rick Hoelscher, about the need for
"We
like
to
get
our
group
to
imsite
each
year.
an
education
fund
for
Native
AmeriOther
festivials
inogy
club will be doing a variety of
Denny"s and Steak and Shake all St. Louis and much of the land surmerse
themselves
in
different
culclude
the
Native
American
can
people.
Native
Americans
and
acti
vities
concerning ancient and
get a late night rush of al1 types of rounding the area.
tural experiences," Hoel scher said. present-day cultures. Students inStorytelling
and
Stargazing
on
Oct.
local
craftspeople
came
to
the
festiThe
mounds
were
cpnstructed
people.
The American Heritage event is just terested in the Anthropology Club
19. The mounds are located off of
Gingham's in St. Charles, one by one of the largest ancient commu- val to sell wares and share their culhighway
55,
about
25
minutes
from
ture
through
dance
and
song
..
one of the activities the club will be can contact Richard Cia verie at 516nities
in
North
America.
According
oithe most interesting, undergoes
involved in this year.
The
American
Heritage
festival
the
UM-St.
Louis
campus
and
just
5208.
to
findings
at
the
site,
the
ancient
several dramatic changes each day.
It serves as a family-style restaurant during the day, but in the early
evening, students from area high
schools and Lindenwood College
I
are tbere, bookbags and all swillin'
coffee and studying. The biggest
transformation begins around 12:30
to 1:00 a.m. when people from the
by Lisa Lawry
Riverboat Casino and Little Bit of
of The Current staff
Texas bar come struttin ' in.
Even though it's caused me to
"The 'MASH' theme son g, but I don 't know
" 'The Andy Griffith Show' because I always
gain about 20 pounds in three years,
why."
start whistling it."
I can't stav out these places. Last
week I vi;ited the Denny's at ]41
- Jonathon Stayton
- Artthony Robertson
and Manchester for the second time
Freshman-Pre-med
in three months. Beginning as early
Senior-Sociology
=,.......=
as 9 p.m., this place swells with 15to 20-year-old West County "kids."
You'd have thought it was was
"'Speed Racer" because when I was little I
Halloween last week, there were so
wanted to be a race car driver and it sticks
many Gothics in the place. I thought
Goths were supposed to be hangin'
- Erin Stremmel
out in graveyards, yet here they
-Tiffany Hixson
I were yukkin' it up at Denny's.
Freshman-Undecided
Junior- Elem. Ed.
Guess even ghouls have to eat and

HISLA sponsors dance and brings Peruvian
artist as part of National Hispanic Month
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What is your favorite TV theme
song from the '70s and why?
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Former student creates new adventure series for kids
by Sean Stockburger
features associate
UM-St. Louis graduate Steve Givens loves reading
stories to his chi ldren so mu ch that he began to writ e
for them as well. Last week , New Canaan Publishing
prin ted the first of Given's s torie s, Indian Cold, as part
of a seri es Givens is developing called The Triangle
Club. "It's kind o f a Hardy Boy s, adventure series
written for ages 8 to II," Given said .
indian C old is ab out three boy s in a Missouri town
wh o fall through a sinkhole and into a secret network
of cave s wh ich, they discove r, are ancient Native
Am er ican burial caves.
Pil es of old bones brin g to life le gends they were
told a out Osage warriors revolting aga inst 5p ~lD ish
slav e drivers w ho put them to work mining fo r gold in
Miss ouri caves.
The boys wa nt to fi nd the gold, but the y
als o wanl lOfind a way out of the cave in which
th ey are now los t. To escape, th ey mu st work
together and discover their own courage ,
strengths and we akne se s.
The auth or ' s next book, due out before
Christma, is called Levi Dust and is part of
another series that Givens calls Stories from
th e Kerr v Patch
Set in the 1850s in the old Irish Kerry
Patch neighb orhood north of downtown St.
Loui s, ihi s series will foc us on the adve ntures
of twins , W illiam and Annie O ' Shaughnes sy .
Un for tunately,Illdian C old is not currently
available in St. Louis, because Givens lives in
Buckingham shire, England, with his wife Su san, son Jonathan, 9, and daughter Jennifer, 5.
The book sho uld be available at the University
bookstore later in the semester.
Bucking hamshire is just outside of London and nea r the fomler h ome s of such literary
fi gures as J obn Mil ton and Thomas Gray.
"Londo n is wo nderful," Givens said. "I'm
going in F ri day night to see the Royal
Shakespeare Company's produ ction of A MidSUfi/ill er Night's Dream.
I' ve spent more than a few days in Stratfordup on-Avon since we arrived here. [UM-St.
Louis pro fess or] Jane Willia mson instilled a
love for Bard in me, so it's great to be here and
se e the Shake. peare sights and go to 0 many
world-el as. productions ."
Gi ve ns grad uated fr om the Un iversity in
1985 with an En glish degree and a writing
certifi cate. He als o received a master ' s deg ree
in education from the university in 1992 . "I
had some grea t. influential teachers at UM-St.

Louis : Jane Williamson, Ellie Chapman , Judi Linville,
David Carkeet and Howard Schwartz most notably, "

freelanced for many St. Louis publications including
the Riverfront Times, 5t. Louis Computing , The 5ei-

I enjoy writing children's stories because there's so much you can
do. You can take your readers along to an imaginary underground
world and they'll just go along with you.
-Steve Givens

Givens said . Chapman also copy-edited Indian Gold
for Givens.
During hi s und ergraduate years, Givens wrote theater revi ews for The Current and was the associate
edi tor on an early issue of LitMag. Since then, he has

ence Center news letter and in-house publications for
UM-St. Louis , Washington University and Webster
University.
Givens also has se veral earlier books publi shed . He
co-authored Arch Celebration with photographer Torn

Ebenhoh . This 96-page book , published in 1990, C(
ebrated the 25th anniversary of the 5t. Loui s Gatew
Arch . After moving to England , Givens wrote Hi
books for a Catholic publisher.
Givens moved to England in 1994 when hi s wi
was offered a job there with the Hussma nn Corpor
tion . and he teaches adult basic education.
"We decided th at I wouldn 't work full-time SO.oI
of us could be around for the kids," Givens said. "Sc
started writing more . I guess it was my ow n kids th
led me to start writing children 's books. I started
realize that it was something that I could do and wou
enjoy doing. "
Givens plans to mo\'e back to 5t. Louis next yea
"I enjoy writing children ' s storie s becau se there
so much you can do ," Givens said. "You can take yOI
readers along to an imaginary underground world an,
they'll just go along with you . Kids will let you do th
and will go along for the ride. I like that freedom."
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: D3: The Mighty Ducks
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: The Ghost and the Darkness
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New 0 3:0 ucks film is dead in the water
'Y Nathanael D. Schulte
f The Current staff
First came The Mighty Ducks.
hen came the sequel, D2 : Th e Mig hty
>ucks. Now Disney gi ves us D3: Th e
fighty Ducks. Wow, there's a cretive and original title , huh?
The duck saga continues when
ur heroes all receive full tuition ath:tic scholarships to Eden Hall Acadmy, an exclusive pri vate high school.
[owever, its beloved coach, Gordon
:ombay (Emilio Estevez) accepts a
)b as the intemational director for
le World Junior Hockey League.
bey come to find that their new
oach, Mr. Orion (Jeffrey Nordling),
; not quite as easy as Bombay.
Not only do the Ducks have a
ard time with their new coach , they

are also the bullying targets of the
varsity hockey team. A fter the first
day of school, they find out the father
of the varsity captain is on the alumni ·
board , and the board wants to take
their scholarships away. They also
end up gi ving him good reason to do
so when, in their first game, they
allow the opposing team to make up
a nine-point deficit and end up with a
tie because of poor defense.
Finally, after their first few weeks
in school, the board votes to revoke ·
their scholarships. Now, not only do
they have to fight the varsity players
who don't want them there, but also
the alumni board members who think
they're just a bunch of street punks
who really don't belong in a "fine,
upst anding instituti on like Eden
. Hall. " So the question is posed: "Can

the Mighty Ducks overcome the odds
once again?" I think we all know the
answer to that one.
In the midst of all this, Charlie
(Joshua Jackson), the Ducks' assumed
captain , struggles to find his place in
the school and get along with the new
coach. Also, Hans (Joss Ackland),
the Ducks' old friend and mentor,
dies, leaving them all grieving.
If you ask me, Disney was doing
fine with one Mighty Ducks movie.
Not only does the title, D3: The
Mighty Ducks, lack creativity ,so does
the entire movie. It is extremely predictable and exceedingly cliche. It
takes elements of every other sports
movie ever made and pastes them all
together, adding only a minimal
amount of original material.

I'm used to liking Greg Kinnear
vhile hating every thing around him .
I'm not a fan of Later with Greg
~innear. Kinnearis probably as close
) being a Letterman clone as you are
ver going to find, but his hands are
led in the show 's half-hour, oneuest format.
I hated Sabrina, Kinnear's fealre film debut. Kinnear was winingly roguish in a picture that was

otherwise too dark and masochistic
to work as a romantic comedy .
Now we have Dear God, starring
Kinnear as a bumbling con artist who
gets a job sorting mail in the dead
letter office. A can man seemed like
the ideal role for Kinnear: He' s a
handsome wise-guy with a smart
aleck grin . The problem is that
Kinnear's Torn Turner isn ' t much of
a con artist.
Sure, he tells a couple lies. Okay ,
he's chased by a vicious loan shark.
But Kinnear's Tom goes from reluc-

tant do-gooder to upstanding citizen
in a pretty straight traj ectory. Kinnear
is a sheep in wolfs clothing.
He tells himself he's just biding
his time until the big score, but even
when a total stranger (Ell en Klcghorn)
accidentally gets her hands on the
money Tom is supposed to use to pay
his loan shark, he stutters and stammers and lets her keep it.
He doesn ' t have a master plan.
He's got no big con. He stumbles into
a con, stares longingly at the mark
and turns away. The worst thing he

LOVING FAMILY COULD
AROUND
I Dear Readers: This j
KSDK'S
, Karen Foss. Fredrico recently appeared on my Karen's Kids seg, ment. He is a sweet boy who
needs of a family of his own.

Joshua Jackson stars as Charlie and Kenan Thompson stars as
Russ and Colombe Jacobsen as Julie in D3: The Mighty Ducks.

does in the whole movie is teach a
ten-year- old how to hustle miniature
golf. Unfortunately Kinnear isn 'tthe
only problem with this movie.
If, like me , you have fo nd memories of Tim Conway as pee-in-yourpants funny on the old Carol Burnett
Show, then cherish your memories.
He's forgettable here.
Look fo r odd cameos by Coolio,
who looks like he walked onto the
wrong et, and Chistopher Darden,
who had a supporting rol e in last
summer's blockbuster O. J. Simpson

trial. The movie's director Garry
Marshall , makes a Mel B rooksish
cameo as a law-and-ord r P ostmaster General.
With
cameo s
by
Rue
McClanahan (The Golden Girls) and
Jack Klugman (The Odd Couple,
Quine ) and supporting roles filled
by Laurie Metcalf (Rosanne) and
Hector Eli zondo (Chicago Hope),
you' ll w onder if this wasn' t origi nally conceived as one of those
sweeps week. all-star, T.V . movie
extravaganzas.

Ghost and Darkness: an action~
adventure with an identity crisis
by S. Duggan
of The Current staff

ohn Patterson (Val Kilmer, left) guide Samuel (John Kani) star in
he motion picture The Ghost and the Darkness.

I Mother Earth-:3cenery and Fish

I Mother Earth. I laugh to myself
vhen I think of what a God-awful
lame this Canadian band has adopted.
)nly the band, "Sir Edward IV," could
lave come up with anything worse.
\side from the bad name, their musial talents are striking. I have to
vander if this band will become, "the
ext big thing."
The singer, who goes solely by
he name of "Edwin," sounds some,here between Smashing Pumpkins'
lilly Corgan and Alice in Chains'
,ane Staley. His lyrics cover themes
f manic hopelessness, isolation and

even fodom reminisces of an acid
trip amongst friends, as the song,
"Used to be Alright," suggests : "Remembering the laughs, the time we
got high for seven days ... and then
you long for the days of trippin' .. ."
Anyone who has given up a life of
partying to mature and accept the
burden's of responsibility can relate
to Edwin's sorrow .
The other three band members
display an incredibly well-versed rock
vocabulary. Influences of the Red
Hot Chili-Peppers, Guns and Roses,
Alice and Chains and other big acts
loom througbout this band 's second
album, blending in a way that only
talented musicians can pull off so

Some tales are better left untold,
In the case of The Ghost and the
Darkness, this is indeed true.
Starring Val Kilmer (John
Patterson) and Michael Douglas
(Charles Remington), this bone-chilling film opens Oct. 11. Unquestionably a timely seasonal release, the
Halloween opening makes it somewhat palatable; it gives adolescent
males, with a testoterone level of
about a zillion, something to do.
This film is certain to threaten the
reputation of the king of beasts ann
strike fear into the hearts ofthe bravest men . The story tells of a village
terrori zed by anthropomorphous li-

smoothly . But, with so many familiar
elements from other bands works, it
is difficult to say exactly what the
group ' s sound is apart from from its
influence: the only possible flaw on
this very exceptional CD.
Some songs are too long for my
enjoyment (up to eight minutes), but
some are just spectacular. The guitar
track on, "Another Sunday," literally
put chills up my spine.
Only time will tell if I Mother
Earth can sell more records than the
Saturday NightFever soundtrack, but
I do see a lot of potential in their work
and would definitely pay my hard
eamed cash to see them i'n concert.
(Christopher L. Messina)

::ni:-n-:-t=C-o-nd--:-j:-:ti:-o-n---------:-------'---Alternative
lefinition of a Band
:lerspective)
Mint Condition's new CD, Defiirian of a Band, is just that, the
efining of a band. The band consists

of Stokley , percussion and vocals;
O ' Dell, guitar; Ricky Kinchen, bass;
Jeff Allen, keyboards; Larry Waddell,
keyboards; and Keri Lewis, keyboards and percussion.
As I listened to the CD, I noticed

R&B

that it didn ' t just consist ofR&B , but
a medley of soul, rock, funk, jazz
Caribbean and African rhythms. I
liked the way the band managed to

see Reviews, page 6

by Michael Strantz
of The Current staff

TURN FREDRICO'S LIFE

Dear God, How could you permit such a terrible film?
'Y Jeffrey S. Biship
If The Current staff

Ask.
Fredrico

o ns harboring rage , vengeance and
uncompromising pride . They are not
just hunters but ruth less murderers .
These man-eating lions savor the
taste of human flesh , kill for sheer
pleasure and outs mart their lesser
endowed bi bedal foes. They are like
ghosts- legendary , universally
feared and untouchable.
Thi s edge~of-your- chair thriller
offers the kind of blood-curdling carnage that is enough to send most
viewers from the theatre with a huge
sigh of relief.
If you enjoy bloody, frightening ,
suspensful films , this is probably good
news to you . But for those of us who
still long for that ever elusive combination of thoughtful scripts , intelligent acting and convincing effects,

the wait continues.
This is a picture with an identity
crisis. It is an ac tion-ad enture hopeful with a disturbing twis t. The movie
is set in the legend-spinning plains of
Africa and is characterized by the us e
of hundreds of genuine African warriors. The film is confused by the
appearance of a useless antagonist
and marked by undevel oped characters and relationships.
The only thing that keeps the film
together is the author' s desire to prey
upon the primal fears in man . Only in
Africa can you confuse the hunter
and the hunted. Somehow, the 'heart
of darkness ' is the great equalizer of
man and beast, and this perhaps is
The Ghost and the Darkness ' one
redeeming quality.

Des pite being born wiLh his head
up hi ass, Fredrico appears to be
developing well in all areas. Although he is prone to an occasional mishap, Fredri'o is well
Olil his way to being fully potty
trained . He also enjoys playing
sports and was MVP (Most Valuabl e Pri oner) of his prison
kickball team.
T o learn more about ad pting
Fredrico, please write to St.Louis
Family Services .
Dear Fredrico: Do you
anticipate that the price of
crack will continue to escalate'?
Marion Barry

T he rising prices you describe
are the result of two consecuti ve
q uarters during which smuggling
was significantly down. You are
no t the only one who has felt the
pinch of the skyrocketing costs:
it has a negative effect on the
entire national t'conomy , Many
dealers have been forced to relocate their businesses overseas.
where demand remains high: AJ~
though the current trend has been
quite disturbing, many addicts
rem ain optimistic about a strong
third quarter rebound. If drug
dealer Rolo's dosing cost on
Friday is accurate, they could be
an indication of lower prices to
come, which would be welcome
news for many.
Dear Fredrico: I frequently read
your column and, although it i
very entertaining. 1 notit:ed that
you ha e a lot of your own problems. I just want to let you know
that if ther is ever anything 1can
do [0 help you , please don't hesitate to ask.
DR. JACK KEVORKIAN
Dear F redrico: I was out of town
last week visiting a friend . TIle
first night I was there, my friend
and I went out to a night club and
got hammered . After danci ng our
butts off, we were both starving
and went to White Castle. When
r woke up and went to tb e bathroom the next morning, I didn't
feel so good. I looked in the bathroom and noticed that there were
only one and a hali rolls of toilet
paper. Since I was staying with
my fri end a couple of days longer,
I was wOlTied that the toilet paper wouldn 't last.
That afternoon, before my friend
went off to work, she gave me
money to buy some beer. While
at the store, I decided to go ahead
and buy some toilet paper with
my own money . When she came
home from work, I asked her for
th e money I spent on the toilet
paper. She got angry and insisted
that she didn 't need any because
she already had some in her garage. Who the heck keeps toilet
paper in their garage? Do you
think I should pursue the money,
possibly putting our friendship
at risk?
WIPED OUT
Absolu tely ! Don ' t let your friend
get away scot-free . Obviously .
she' s denying that she owes you
the money . Fredric o thinks thaI
you need to re-exam ine your relationship with your so-called
friend. Perhaps it' s time you associate with a di f[erent group of
people .
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He makes you agree with what he's
from
saying. And the song "Funky Weekend" is truly funky. It makes you
want to get up, get dressed and get
have a mixture of all these different ready to hit the streets. I couldn't stop
sounds, but the jazz stood out most.
bopping my head and snapping my
I felt that, at any moment, some- fingers to it. But I'll be honest, that's
one was going to come out and intro- the only song that really made me
'duce the band, just like in a live want to dance.
:performance. If you're into '90s R&B
There's no doubt the band is multi:groups like Silk, Blackstreet, Case or talented. Not only do they play excel:BoyzIIMen, you might not find Mint lently, they sing harmoniously too.
:Condition's new CD all that great. And the lead singer, Stokley, has a
:They didn't stick to the sound that beautiful voice. The actual songs,
:gave them hits like "Breaking My however, just don ' t grab me. Per:Heart (Pretty Brown Eyes)," "For- haps, if they were singing something
: ever In Your Eyes," and "(You Send else, I'd like it better, but then it
:Me) Swinging." There are only a few wouldn't be their CD.
:songs like those on this CD.
Over all, I guess the CD was
The songs that did get my atten- okay. On a scale from one to ten, I'd
:.rion were: "What Kind Of Man Would give it a five. It's one of those CDs
•I be," "On and On" and "Funky Week- you have to listen to more than once
· end." Ilike "What Kind of Man Would to really start to like. If you're not
I Be" and "On and On" because of willing to do that, just leave it on the
· their message and sound. Stokley ' shelf.
sounds so sincere when he sings them .
(Nola R. Mahone)

Reviews,

-----------.,..----Alternative
Crash Test Dumniies-

page 5

Fountains of Wayne's Adam Schlesinger (left) and Chris
• Collingwood.

A Worm's Life
(Arista)

The Crash Test Dummies are from left to right: Benjamin Darvil,
Ellen Reid, Brad Roberts, Mitch Dorge and Dan Roberts.

The Crash Test Dummies have
turned out a third, unusual and provocative CD, called A Wonn 's Life.
This newest collection of pop songs
complements the distinctiveness of
the first two.
Lead singer Brad Roberts addresses profound ideas with his songs,
like what it means to grow old , while
adding a sense of humor. This sense
of humor and use of descriptive imagery helps the band avoid the trap of
sounding to heavy-handed into which
. other singers, such as Natalie Merchant, fall.

For example, in the song "My
Enemies," Roberts describes his enemies as being dressed up as furry
little bunnies, yet continues to sing
about vengeful hatred.
Although Roberts' lyrics reflect
his advanced studies in literature and
philosophy, his powerful bass voice
remain s the mo st powerful aspect of
the CD. One this new project, the
music and Roberts' voice blend well
together, and the resulting music does
not overwhelm the listener.
A Worm 's Life is a continuation
of the tradition of good music, strong
singing and intriguing lyrics that have
characterized the Crash Test Dummies since their first album .
(Jill Barrett)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - Bluegrass ·
Judith Edelman-

--------------Alternative

Perfect World

. (Compass Records)

Fountains of Wayne-

album those of you with a sense of
humor.
(TAG)
In another tribute to his ability to
create songs that ~end themselves to
The debut album of Fountains of pop culture, Schlesinger also wrote
Wayne provides a festival of clever the title track for the film "That Thing
lyrics, mellow melodies and soaring You Do," written and directed by
harmonies. This New York-based Tom Hanks. He is also a partner in
band's
songwriters,
Chris Scratchie Records, the Chicago-based
Collingwood and Adam Schlesinger, label co-owned by D' arcy and J anles
seem to revel in creating an insidious Iha of the Smashing Pumpkins.
chorus that will sing in your head the
The album, produced by
entire weekend, not that this is a bad Schlesinger and mixed by Chris Shaw
thing. The songs are catchy and up- (Weezer, Meat Puppits, Butthole
beat at least until you listen to the . Surfers), was released Oct. 1 under
lyrics . I particularly enjoy the vivid the ScratchielTAG/Atlantic names .
descriptions of the wayward souls in The first million copies will come
"She' s Got A Problem" and "Sick with a special, limited-edition, clear
Day," and the plaintive emotion of plastic shrink: wrap. So act now l
"Leave The Biker." In all, I like it, an
(Rebecka Tyrey)

self titled

It's been out for several months
now, and Judith Edelman's debut
album Perfect World is getting considerable attention from critics as
well as airplay in the adult alternative, folk and bluegrass radio markets.
Eleven of the new CD's twelve
songs are Edelman originals. She
writes incredibly introspective music. At times she sings with the innocence of an Iris Dement or Dar Williams but with the range and power of
a Nancy Griffith or Patty Larkin.
Edelman is joined by several notable guest musicians on the project
including Sugar Hill's dobra virtuoso
Jerry Douglas, label mates Clive
Gregson on guitar and Alison Brown

on banjo.
I love every song on the CD, but
I'm especially impressed with the
first track, "Pass It On," an almost
biblical description of the "story Df
life." I also like "Perfect World,"
which has an Irish folk flavor to its
music and lyrics that fall somewhere
between a dirge and a lullaby .
My absolute favorite is the freewheeling , uptempo "Ride On A
Train." This one begins with a mellow guitar run quickly joined by
Brown ' s banjo. Brown is one of the
best banjo pickers I've ever ne::lra·-I
male or female. This song also
onstrates Edelman's wide voc
range. She's just fantastic I
I've listened to this disc at
five times since getting it, and it
better and better with each play.
(Michael J.

THE
THE
(SOUNDS LIKE

COLLEGE NIGHTS Al THE SCIENCE

CEN1ER.)

Friday and S~turday nights are College Nights at the Science Center,
October 4 - November 16. Your college ID "ill get y ou $1 off on
OhlNIhlA.X.® tickets and Laser ShoY,'s at the McDonnell Planetarium.
Admission to the Science Center is free,
parking is cheap. What more c.uld you
. .. . St.Louis
ask for? Oh, yeah. We promise,
Science Center
---=
no Barry Manila".

..

4

The Playground For Your Head

It's Not Rocket Science. Just Show Up.

S1.00 OFF LASER SH'OWS AND OMNIMAX MOVIES WITH COLLEGE 10·
-

OMNIMAX Schedule
"Search For The Great SRA.BXS"
Through October 10
"SPECIAL EF1'ECTS"
Starts October 11

-

-

To Washington

--

$9.00* eTo Kansas City $19.50*

Daily Departures from the Amtrak® St ati o n at 550 S. 16th Street

Laser Show Schedule
Friday & Saturday Nights
7: 30 Laser Beat1es
8: 30 Laser Flashback-The Doors, Jimi
Hendrix, The Grat eful Dead
9: 30 Laser Nine Inch Nails
10:30 Las er Pink Flo:l' d, Dark Side Of The Moon

Fare includes Student discou nt

A M T R A K'
·lfo, you do~'t need to be 21. but you do need a valid college ID to receive
discounts. Not valio. walll allY other offer. And if your ID"S a. fake, it better
be real good-~hese guy s are scieDtiBts.
- -

- -

-

- -

'"V'<>I.,-.JNT:EE.~S
- - -

- -

- -

• Fare shown is per person. each way based on ro und trip ticket purchase and is not good on certain blackou t dates.
Fares and schedule subject to change without notice. Other restrictions may apply.

~~~:fi:E-I>

---

Call your tra vel agent or call

1-800-USA-RAIL

-

-

F"<>~ ~~SE~~~
---

---

ST~I>""Y
---

-

If you are at least 18 years of age and NEVER had genital herpes, you may be eligible to participate in a study evaluating an
investigational vaccine to prevent genital herpes. Individuals cannot get herpes from the vaccine. Study vaccinations, office visits
laborato:ry tests including tests for HIV are provided free of charge. Volunteers receive u p t o $200 for p articip ating. For more
information, call the Herpes Research Center of St. Louis at 434;...490 0.
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Men face big compitition, come up short
by Ken Dunkin
sports edi10r

by Ken Dunkin

sports editor

Alomer: What a
stupid move!
So he isn't a rocket scientist
but he is a modern-day athlete.
The modern-day athlete isn't what
anyone would call smart. Alomer
just proves the point.
Alomer is one of the best
players in the game. I can't argue
with that. But with one flick of his
tongue he has outraged an entire
league, sport, and country. What
could that fool have been thinking?
So he felt that the ump made
a bad call. I've been there. Umpires miss calls. They aren't immune. Everyone makes mistakes.
It didn't cost the Orioles a championship, they still made the playoffs.
Now five garnes may not
seem like a lot, but it is. Consider
the fact that most players in fights
get a maximum of a 10 game
suspension. While what Alomer
did was rude, crude and down
right disgusting, he didn't physically abuse the ump. I hate the
fact that this situation has overshadowed a better than average
post-season. This year could actually be an interesting year if it
weren't for the up to the minute
umpire information.
S9 the Cardinals actually did
it? Well ittookthemlongenough.
Nine years away from the postseason has made me hungry for
the.over-hyped, overpriced ticket
scalping that goes along with the
World Series. Here's hoping that
they make it that far.
The, Blues didn't look too
bad either. A 4-2 victory over the
defending Stanley Cup champs
is a big victory, but it is only one
game. The way people are talking, you would think that thetearn
has already skated around the ice
with the Stanley Cup a few times.
Do you have an arm you can
donate? I heard Steve Walsh is
looking for a donor.
Is it just meor are the Rams as
bad as I thought they were going
to be? Who were the idiots that
thought that this team would do
well? OK, football fans in St.
Louis youcan put their MIlS down
now. This team has no quarterback, and has rookies at wide
receiver, runningback, and
tailback positions. Their backup
QB at the beginning of the season
was a rookie (Tony Banks). Now
after a 1-4 start the fans are wondering why they are losing. Huh?
Could it be that Steve Walsh has
never been able to throw deep
with consistency? So what does
the team do ') They go out and
draft another deep threat in Eddie
Kennison. They already had deep
man in Isaac Bruce. Is it any
wonder that their passing game is
one of the worst in the league?
They then stick Lawrence
Phillips in at running back. He
was excellent at Nebraska, but
that was college, this is the big
time. TIle holes don't open as
well in the NFL and the opposition is a lot better. So fans seem
shocked that the guy isn ' t tearing
up [he league. Well when you
make ajump like that only a few
make it quickly. Very few even
make the transition at all .
This team just stinks. It is one
of the worst in the NFL. Soldan't
want [0 say I told you so, but
when the tearnfinishes 3-13 don't
come crying to me.

Despite playing two of the best
teams in the country the Rivermen
played well, they tied Gannon and
lost a close battle to Oakland.
The Ri vermen, 5-4-2 on the season, fared well on Sunday when they
battled Gannon, Gannon is ranked
first in the region and fourth in the
country.
''I'm pleased with the team ' s effort ," Rivermen Head Coach Tom
Redmond said. "Any time you come
back twice, you have to be pleased ."
The team was forced to come
back early when Gannon scored eight
minutes into the game. Scott Luczak
scored for the Rivermen 38 minutes
in and the team went into the half
tied, Still, they weren't happy with
their effort.
"We have to give a lot of credit
to (goalie) Mark Lynn," Rivermen
defender Dave Briner said. "He made
some unbelievable save in the first
half. It could have been 4-0, There
was a streak where he made three or
four excellent saves in a row. "
Lynn faced nine shots in the first
half and he made eight saves.
"Mark made some of the most
phenomenal saves," Redmond said.
"The sun was bad and he had some
trouble holding on to the ball, but he
made some great point blank saves ."
The team played better in the
second half despite giving up a goal
50 minutes into the game. The team
had five shots in the second half,
they took two in the first.
"After half time it seemed like
we woke up ," Redmond said .
With two minutes remaining, the
Rivermen capitalized on a scoring
opportunity. With several players

bunched up in the corner, Curt
Schneider fired a shot that beat
Gannon's goalie to put the game
into overtime.
"We really woke up in overtime," Briner said. "Both teams were
pushing up trying to score. Our forwards were just letting their goalie
have it."
The Rivermen had eight shots
in the two, IS-minute halves.
Gannon's goalie Phillip Amos was
making some excellent saves,
"When you look at this game,
the goalkeepers were the difference," Redmond said. "They made
sure it stayed tied. In overtime their
goalie kept them in it. Mark made
sure it was a low scoring affair in
the first half."
Part of their success in the game
was due to the great defense for the
Rivermen and the tired players for
Gannon.
"Gannon seemed vety tired,"
Redmond said, "Anytime you score
on a team that late to get it tied, you
are frustrated. They were thinking
that they had it won and they went
into overtime let down."
Th e game wasn't without its in- ,
juries, Ken Henry had been bothered by a bad back in previous
games. Henry started the game, but
according to Redmond, he was favoring the injury. Trent Woodrick
then went in to take his place.
"Trent came up big for us,"
photo: Ken Dunkin
Redmond said, "He was one of the
Defender Trent Woodrick gets drug down by a Gannon player in a game held last Sunday .
. keys in the game for us. He stayed
Woodrick replaced the injured Ken Henry. The Rivermen tied Gannon the number four team in
composed and he kept us in the
the
nation,
game."
Gannon was 7-1 before the tie
have capitalized. I am still up se t way . W e knew that w e should have
and the loss should drop them con- a disappointment.
about Friday night's game also. I w o n
siderably from the polls. For the
''I'm not satisfied with this
Ri vermen, the game is somewhat of game, " Briner said, "We should think the whole team felt the same
see Men, page 8

Riverwomen make strides as they improve to 10-4
by Brian Folsom
sports associate
As the season progresses, the UMSt. Louis Riverwomen volleyball team
continues to improve, which has led
to renewed confidence and more victories.
The Riverwomen have won two
consecutive games, They defeated
Bellarrnine University at Mark Twain
on Sept. 28 , and they traveled to
Quincy on Oct. 2 and won 3-0.
Head Coach Denise Silvester said
that the team played well against
Quincy, especially in the second match
when they won 15-4.
"We struggled a bit in the first and
third matches, but overall we played
tough ," she said. "Quincy gave us a
tough battle. They were not about to

just give up ."
The Riverwomen won the first
and third matches 15-13.
Fourteen games into the season,
Silvester said that she is impressed
with what she has seen on the court
from her players so far,
" We only have four returning
players , and we have many new fac es
also," she said. "It just takes lime to
c.ome together and playas a team , but
taking that into consideration, we have
done fine."
The Riverwomen (10-4 overall,
5-2 in conference) are adjusting to a
new conference and unfamiliar opponents. There are many new places
on the travel schedule, and according
to Silvester, the team doesn't really
know what to expect from their opponents,

"We ' ve neverpJ ayed these teams
b efo re, so we d o n ' t kn ow th e ir
strengths and th e i r s tra te g ie s ,"
Silvester said, "But it is an adj ustment with a new co nference and region."
Silve teradded that there are three
teams in the conference which concern her the most: Northern Kentucky, Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, and IPFU
The Riverwomen have already
lost matches to N KU and lPFU this
season.
"Those teams are tough," she said.
"In order to beat them, we will have
to really conce ntrate and play good
volleyball. "
Sil vester said that this season ha
been a good tearn effort. H ow ever,
she notes that some individuals have

play d e spec ially well. S eni or Sheri
Grewe is se ond in the confe renc e in
hitting perce nt age, and fr es hma n
Angie M c Cubbins has excelled o n
defense .
"Angie has been solid as a serve
recei ver , and she has been excellent
with her passes and digs ," Si lvester
said.
Silvester said that Tamyka C ook
has been a force at the net with her
bL,c king, and Laura Gray has pe r..
formed well as the setter.
"Laura has done a great job of
running our offense," Silvester said.
The Ri verwomen still have much
room for improvement according to
Sil vester.
"We need to eliminate unforced
errors, and capitalize on point- coring opportunities," she said. Even

th ou gh we have confide nce, we are
sti ll searching for our id entity which
will help us to focus on the goals we
established at the beginning of the
season.
T h R iverwom en next play Ken·
tucky Wesleyan in Owen bora , Ky.
on Oct. II, Then p lay S outhern Indian a in Evans vill e, Ind ., the next day
Sil vester said that bo th of these
games will be good match-ups, bUi
she likes her learn 's chances of win·
ning.
" We wou ld like to weep botl:
teams, but we k now it won ' t be easy
on their home c ourts ," she s aid. "I arr
hopeful that these gam s w ill give m
a chan e to expan d th e number of om
players to get more playing time."
T he Riverwome n play their nex
home game agai nst Q ui ncy on Ocl.15

Rivermen goalie Mark Lynn defends team .
by Brian Folsom
sports associate
UM-St. Louis senior Mark
Lynn is enjoying one of his finest
seasons as a goalie for the Rivermen soccer team.

Lynn, 24 , has a goals against
average of 0.75, and he has four
shutouts for the Rivermen (5-3-1 ).
Head Coach Tom Redmond said
that Lynn has been sp ectacular all
season.
"Mark has come up with some

huge plays when we ne eded him the
most ," Redmond said. "Things have
really come together for him thi s
year , and he is a real force on thi s
team."
Redmond added that Lynn is
also an important team leader.

.' .
photo: Ken Dunkin

Goalkeeper Mark Lynn dives to make a save against Gannon last Sunday. Due to Lynn's many
saves the team held on in a 2-2 tie. Lynn has been with the program for four season and has been
a full time starter for three years,

"He has great leadership qualities, whether it be on the field or
holding team meetings off the fi eld ,"
Redmond said. " He has rcall y
helped the younger players."
L y nn said he feel s that, with
being a se nior, there comes res ponsibility of helping the younger players and motivating them to succee d.
" With the younger players,
it has been just a matter of keeping them loose and making sure
they don't let up ," Lynn sa id .
"Sometimes I will call a me eting
before practice to keep everyone moti vated and tell them to
keep working hard."
Entering the se ason , Lynn
said he had several goals , but the
most important was to fi nish with
a winning record as a team . His
personal, his goal is to record a
shutout every game, or at least
keep his te am in the game.
"We have so many new faces
this year, and we just have to gel
as a team, but we are coming
along and playing good soccer,"
Lynn said. "From a personal
standpoint, I want to do the bes t
I can every game so our team has
a chance to win ."
So far this seas on, the Ri vermen have a winning reco rd , and
Lynn sai d he is impresse d with
the team 's play .
"We didn't start the season
well against Rolla , but we started

to p lay well when we played III the
tournam e nt in Ki rk ville, and We
haven ' t loo ked back ," Lynn s aid.
L y nn started his c oll e ge socc el
caree r at U M-St. L o ui s in 1991 as,
member of the team tbat we nt unde·
fe ated du ring the regu lar season
only to lose in the firs t rou nd of the
National T ou rn amen t. Lynn said he
lea rned a lot that se aso n.
" I learned from the older play·
ers that you have to w ork hard anc
maint ain a hi gh intensi ty level ir
order to succe ed ," L y nn s ai d.
Howe ver , wh en he comp are!
that te am to the 199 6 edition , he
favors th is y ar 's learn .
"This te am v,'orks a lo t harder ir
pract ic e a nd in the gam e s," Lynr
said. " W e hav e great team c hemis·
try and everyo ne has a posi tive atti
tude. "
A fter his fres hman se aso n a
UM- Sl. Louis . L yn n transferred te
Me remac C olle ge. Ho w ever, he die
not pl ay so ceL After two ye ars. he
returned to UM-Sl. Louis i n 1994 te
play soccer again . He has been or
th e team for thre e co nsecutive sea·
son s.
Lynn is an elementar y educa·
tion m aj or. and h e said that in a Fe\!
years, if he is not play in g soc cer, IH
wa nts to be tea hlIlg so mew here
He will ne \'er fo rget c oll e ge s
er
howe ver.
"1' ve learn ed th at every game i!

see Goalie, page
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Riverwomen win with
Ernst leading the way
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
With Beth Ernst leading the way,
the Riverwomen soccer team went 21 last week, pushing their season
record to 8-3.
The team started off the winning
week with a 3-0 victory over UMRolla. They allowed Rolla only seven
shots on goaL
"The first half we tried a different
style," Hudson said. "In the second
half we went back to normal."
The Riverwomen scored two
goals in the second half. Beth Ernst
scored once in'the first half. She added
another in the second.
"Beth is a pleasure to watch and
certainly a pleasure to coach," Hudson
said. "She's having fun too and that is
the main thing. She is a very good
player but one of the main reasons
,he is doing well is that she is having
fun."
Ernst also earned an assist when
;he crossed the ball in from of Rolla's
goal. Carrie Marino headed the ball
in to put the team up 3-0. It was
\-1arino's 11 th goal of the season.
The team's defense kept the Mi10rs on the heal the entire game.
~ophomore Shannon Humphrey was
1 player that kept the game scoreless.
;;he marked the Minors top scorer
'l'atalie Sanders. Sanders was held to
mly three shots on goal.
"Sanders is a player," Hudson
,aid. "Shannon has done a great job
19ainsther. There aren't many games
hat she is held without a goal."
Defenders Diane Ermeling and
"ori Lueddecke also played key roles
n the victory.
"This was probably Diane's best
:ame in a long time. She did a nice
ob ," Hudson said . "Lori Lueddecke
, a blessing to get back. She rcally

solidifies the backfield."
The goaltenders didn't see much
action in the game. Amy Abernathy
and Samantha Grashoff each played
a half. Abernathy faced four shots
and made three saves. Grashoff saw
three shots and made one save.
The Riverwomen then played
Drury at the SIU-Edwardsville campus. They lost the game 2-0. UM-St.
Louis fired 14 shots at Drury goalie
Allessandra Defee. Ernst led the team
with four shots.
Drury is in the midst of an excellent season and improved its record
to 9-2 with the victory. The los s
snaped the Riverwomen's six game

winning streak. It was the longest
streak since the team won eight in a
row in 1985.
The team then started another
winning streak when it played
Truman State on Sunday. They won
1-0. Ernst scored the lone goal to
give the team the win.
"Even if we don't go to the playoffs they can say that they did everything that they possibly could,"
Hudson said.
The team will next play Wednesday against conference rival SIUEdwardsville. The game will be
played at the Don Dallas Field at
7:30 p.m.

Hockey has low turnout
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor

Though they are coming off of
a 13-3 season the UM-St. Louis
Hockey Club is having a tough
time filling their roster.
The team had the best record
in school history but many players
graduated or transfered. They returns only nine players.
"We don't have the depth,"
Team President Ian Mackie said.
"We have enough to start but
who knows if we will have enough
to last through our tough schedule."
The team currently has 20 players trying out. Of the 20 five are
goalies and the team only plans on
keeping three of them. So with 18
workable players , the team has a
lot of recruiting to do.
"We're looking to add several
players at the semester," Mackie
said .
Returning for the team is the
team's entire second line: Brian
Altman, Bryan Horn and Barclay
Poole. The three combined for 42
goals last season with Poole leading the way with 17.
"They were a strong line last
season," Mackie said . .

photo: Ken Dunkin

Rivermen goalie Chris Perkins blocks a shot by an Illinois
player in a game last season. Perkins returns along with
Ian Mackie to form a solid goal tending combo.
The schedule has gotten tough
for the Rivermen. They play at Bradley on Oct. 25. Then they play
against S1. Louis University Oct. 27
at the Kiel Center.

"Playing at the Kiel should be
a great experience," Mackie said.
"It should be a good time. And
who knows , we could become ri vals with them."

Men, from page 7
The Rivermen didn'tfare as well
in the game against Oakland. They
lost 3-2. Oakland is ranked second
in the region and eighth in the country.
"We kind of let an opportunity
go by this weekend," Redmond said.
"When you have a big weekend like
photo: Ken Dunkin

Riverwomen midfielder Laura Casso battle a UM-Rolla
player in a game last week. UM-St. Louis won the game 3-0.

SSPEND YI@

S R INIG BlEAK
ON (ANCU !!

MARCH 8-1 5
NON· STOP AIR, HOTEL, GROUND
TRANSFERS, AND ALL TAXES
!!!LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE!!!
STARTING PRICE IS $646
PER PERSON
CALL ANY OF GWIN'S LOCATIONS

800-433-9211
EAST ALTON

800·462·9016
ST LOUIS

this in your region, you want to
come away with victories. We didn't
do that."
The Ri vermen were led by Mark
Mendenhall and Scott Luczak who
both scored against Oakland. The
freshman played a big part in the
team's close play.

"I have to give a lot of credit t
the young guys for learnin
guickly," Brinersaid. "We've com
a long way since the beginning 0
the season. Some of the younge
guy s weren't used to this level 0
play. After a few games, we'vecome
together."

Goalie, from page 7
important and that you have to focus
and play hard no matter what," Lynn
said.
According to Redmond, Lynn
will be missed after this season.
"Mark is a great goalkee.per, and
he has played as well as I have ever

PRINCIPLES

seen him play," Redmond said. "He
is just a tremendous player."

COME. SEE US!
THECUQQENT
til

HOMECOMING
OCT. 19
:1 P.M. MEN'S
SOCCER WILL
PLAY .WISCONSIN.
PARICSIDE

SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

800·325·1900
KIRKWOOD

You're invited to attend a

Directions to Washington University

Law School Fair

East on US401I-64
Take McCausland exit. Turn left
(north). The Uni versity is on the
left after 1.2 miles.

at Washington University
• Wednesday, October 9 (11 - 3)
• Mallinckrodt Center
• 70 schools attending
Sponsored by MAPLA

the Midwest Association of Prelaw Advisors
For more information, contact Warren Davis,
Washington University's Prelaw Advisor, at
(314) 935-6806 or at wjdavis@ar1sci.wustl.edu

West on US401I-64
Take Clayton Road exit. Turn right
(north) at light. The University is on
the left after 1 mile.
South on 1-1'70
Take Forest Park Parkway exit. The
University is on the right after 2.2
miles.
Parking
Available in front of the University
Please see map below.

North

i

(parking)

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
,
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
Lllm YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

an't afford to save tor retirement?
The truth is, you can't afFord not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comFortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage oLtax deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $172,109* by the tim e
you reach age b5. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $2l9 each month
to "each the same goal.

Start planning your future. Call
~:O_
'OO'

(lvlalIinckrf)dt Center)
(-Big Bend

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deservewith flexible retirement and tax-deferred.
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.8 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of · .
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is '
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TlAA-CREF working on
your side.
Oltr

Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Forsyth

Ensuring the future
. for those who shape it.sM
US 40/I-64

-1
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HELP WANTED
lividuals, Student Organization and
\ali Groups to Promote SPRING
:EAK TRIPS. Earn MONEY and
~EE
TRIPS. CALL THE
,\TION'S LEADER , INTER\MPUS PROGRAMS http://
yw.icpLcom
~00-327-6013

ITENTION! !! Disabled student
~king reader/writer to assist with as~ments for English Composition
ISS. Must know how to use the liary. Will pay $5.00 to $6.00 per
Uf. Call John at 869- 4968 after 5 p.

TTENTION!!! Disabled student
eking personal care auendant, on an
needed basis. Student attends UM. Louis and is on campus Mondayiday, 9 a.ITl.-3:30 p.ITl. Call John at
,9-4968 after 5 p.m .
·edit Card fundraisers [or fratemi~S , sororities & groups. Any campus
ganization can raise up to Sl()(X) by
ming a whopping $~.ooNISA apication. Caill-800-932-0528 ext. 65
ualified callers receive FREE T:ilRT.

SERVICES

Fun
The UM-St. Louis Gospel Choir has
openings for Sopranos, Altos, Tenors, If you are a student interested in Hisand Musicians. We prefer Christian panic culture, dance, and having fun,
students, faculty, staff members or the Latin American BaUet, Inc. may be
for YOU' We are a non-profit organialumni. Call Angela at 516-5286.
zation that produces folklore dance
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
events in the St. Louis area. Call
Find out how hundreds of student rep- . Elenore Going. 838-7914.
resentatives are already earning FREE
Resumes
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with
Need a few business cards or a reAmerica's #1 Spring Break company! sume? What about a newsletter design
Sell only 15 trips and travel free! or a paper typed. If you need any of
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica these or any other desktop publishing
or Florida! CAMPUS "MANAGER service, call Tony at 826-6981 code
POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.
100. Pick-up and delivery available
Call now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRA VEL (800) 95-BREAK!
If you are looking for a new car stereo
MVP Cellular is looking for full and or auto alarm, then you need Dynasty
part-Lime sales people. No experience Audio. Page Kennon at 476-4325 code
necessary. Call Richard at 837-7776 if 100 for product and service quotes.
interested.
Mobile service is available.
Surf the web and get paid!
Entry-level position in exciting
lmernet industry. Join a fast growing
company FT/PT. Looking for Marketing, PR, Journalism or Internet enthusiasts. Email resumetojob@wgi.com.
or Fax: 209-1126.

Notice something?
Are you creative?
Your ad isn't here. Where is it?
~rsons well versed in PageMaker,
Come on people, get with the prohotoshop wanted to design new spagram. Find a lover, sell a comic,
;f. If interested, call 516-5183. Ask
hire a new employee, or find an
Ir SCOLl.
employer. Advertise your student
organization. Write and post a
re provide it. You 'Hite it.
classified today. Any questions,
re you interested in going to movies
ld plays, but are short on cash? If so, call Annette at 516-5175.
he Current may be the ticket. The
ltertainment section is looking for
Itelligent individuals to do film and
leaterreviews. Ifinleres led,call Mike
mess al 516-5174 .

LONDON

$275

Paris
Quito
Santiago
Tokyo
Hong Kong

$259
$335
$516
$372
$434

FARB ARE EACH WAY FF.OM 51. l ouIS BASED ON A ROUHOf.R1P
PU RCHA~E. FARES DO NOT INClU DE FEDERAL tMES ~ PFCS

53-545, DEf E:ND\WG ON OESTSNAnoN Oft
DEPMruliE CI1,6.IlGE~ PAID OIRfmV TO FOREIGN GOVERNM ENTS .

TOTAUNG BETWEEN

,.nitu;1I Travel __..._

National Reservation Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL

FOR SALE/RENT

Free Financial Aid
Over $6 Billion in public and private
sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
FS57464
Help!
I need a car that runs. Don' t have much
money , but I am very trustworthy. Call
"me"at361-30560r 516-5286. Let me
know what you've got.

Buying? Selling? Renting?
The Current Classifieds has it all and they 're free for students!
Call Annette at 516-5175 to place an ad today!!!

Help desk specialist candidate needed to
answer calls from the field & determine
solutions to problems. Set up, configure
new pos systems, troubleshoot operating
system problems, assist in software evaluation & testing, maintain documentation
& accurate records of help desk activity,
test computer equipment, download fixes
to inventory & software applications.
Candidate must have excellent communications & problem solving skills, strong
multitasking skills & work well under
pressure. Computer Science degree or
equivalent experience. Send resumes to:
MIS- HELP DESK, CPI CORP., 1706
WASHINGTON AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO 63103

Complete Professional Nail Cue for ladies ~ Gentlemen
• Sculpture Nails
• Fill-In
• Silk Wraps
• Tip Overlays

• Nail Design

~~ ,>--."7'

• Manicure

~<.:~~~~~

• Pedicure

.-4

• Nail Arts

~~~'

.I"

j

Ask About Student Specials!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Man-Sat - 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun - 11 a .m.-6 p.m.

(314) 423-0023

(1-800- 226-8624)
http://www.ciee.org!trat:el.htm

EUROPASS FROM $210
EURAILPASSES
AVAILABLE

BY

PHONE!

LITMl\G
Cover Art Contest
for the 1996-1997 Anthology

First Prize: $100 Gift Certificate

First Solo Skydive, Including Video ...

Only $129

For Sale! 1964 Fender Stratocaster '
original vintage guitar, very few, very
minor modifications (completely reversible). Blond, L800 series. In very
good condition. Appraised at over .
$1200, asking for $850. Call Liza for
details, 965-7363
Heavy metal magazines 70 + baek issues, mostly from 1977-'86. Asking
$35 for total lot. E-Mail Al at
S886680@UMSLVMA.UMSL.
EDU or call 645-4537.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Full-Timse ar;.d p/ acrtl-lTirr:e
Customer ervlce 0 ectlOns

-U

Are you having a hard time finding a position that works with
your current schedule? Well, your search could be over. GC
Services LP is seeking motivated and ambitious individuals to
work in the largest telecommunications Customer Service/
Collections operation in St. Louis. These positions require
extensive phone work (no sales), so excellent communication
and customer service skils are a must. For consideration, call
Mr. Wall at 314/872-1472.
E.O.E. M/F/DIV

NOW HIRING!!
COMPUTER OPERATOR
CPI Corp is looking for an
experienced VM & VSE computer operator with JCL &CMS
experience. Knowledge of AS!
400, UNIX & OS!2 networking is
a plus. Candidate should have
minimum 5 years experience,
good written & oral communications skills, understanding of job
flow charts, and knowledge of
peripheral care. Basic knowledge
of programming languages also a
plus. College. background a must.
Send resumes to: MIS
1706 WASHINGTON AVE.
ST. LOUIS MO, 63103. EOE.

• FREE TEST, with immediate results detec ts

pregnancy 10 days after it·begins.

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMED[ATE practical as·sistance
• ALL services FREE and confidential

Help IsN carby
Br.ntwood _ . . . . 962-5300
B .. llwin .. . . . _ .221-2266
Bridc:elan . . . . . 221-_11r,

St. Ch .. rlec .. .. 124-12DO
South City .. . _ _ 962-3653
Midtown . . . . . . 946-4900

(AFTER HOURS: l~aDIJ-!i5D-4ItOD)

We Care.

OPENING
DOORS OF
OPPORTUNITY

All genres open: art, photography, illustration, etc.
For more information please call
Susan Miller 227-7050
Rachel Bunk 725-0302
Guy Bates
776-4880

CAREER

We Accept Competitors Coupons
Special Prices Not Valid With Other Offers

Owned & Operated ByThree Time World Champions

1-800 STL-JUMP

I Call For An Appointment Today!!

It

Sullivan, Mo. 144, 30 minutes West of Six Flags. Exit 226

.

-Are you tired of working hard for
minimum wage?
-Looking for a part-time job that won't
intefer with your class schedule?

rOB DESCRIPTION: Ware house environment. Reversing boxes, peice work, and flexible hours. Casual dress.
PLEASE APPLY IN "PERSON AND ASK FOR NEIL!

SKYDIVING CENTER

1988 Oldsmobile Cutlass Calais, great
condition , new paint/tires, AMjFM "
cassette, NC, 2 door, automatic S22(Xr
call Brian a 831-3373
For Sale! Yamaha DX; 75 keyboard.
Fully programmable. Approximately -:
18" x36". Like new. S150. Call Liza .
for details, 965-7363

HELP WANT ED!

Come check out HDIS! You can schedule
your own hours so nothing will interfer
with your classes. Plus, you can make
$6.00 an hour or even more.
Come see Neil, the warehouse manager at:
H DIS
1215 Dielman Industrial Court
Olivette, MO 63132
WE are 3/4 of a mile west of 1-170 on
Olive. Call for directions (997-8771).

QUANTUM LEAP

Computer for sale-new 586-133 Mhz8MB ofRAM-6x multi-media. 1.2 gig
HD-KB mouse-Windows 95. Great
back-to-school system. Call Chris
Patrick at 993-5528. £699.

Furniture For Sale
Need a roommate?
U.City Loop apartment 15 minutes Matching love seat and reclining chair,
away from UM-SLLouis. Rent is excellent conditions S125
$145/month plus utilities. Call Rich at Wood table with white tile and four
863-7952
folding chairs. S50 Call 838-3979

M.I.S. CANDIDATE NEEDEDr
FLUENCY IN FRENCH
REQUIREDI

8935 NaturaJ Bridge Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63121
Bel-Acre Shopping Ctr.
(170 & Natural Bridge Rd.) .

Car for sale
'86 Nissan Sentra, 2-door, 5-speed,
Jightblue,metailic finish,AC, AM-FM
radio, cassette player, low mileage.
Great, dependable car. S1500. Call
Theresa or Warren. 576-5416 or 9202164. Evening-725-2769

CAREER SERVICES
308 WOODS HALL

516-5111
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SGA, from page 1

19~

Meeting,' from page 1

According to Maclean, the disputed fee, for use of the fitness center, is nowhere near the $162.50 per
semester that Loflin claimed .
"He was saying the student facility and student activity fee was solely
for the use of the fitness center,"
Maclean said. "That'sjust not true."
The recreation fee, which finances
the fitness center, is currently $1.86
per credit hour, Maclean said. For a
student taking 12 credit hours in a
semester, the maximum number of
hours by which the fee can be multiplied, the fee would be $22.32.
Maclean said that the highest fee
of the six that make up the student
facility and student activity fee is the
$6.23-per-credit-hour athletic fee,
which finances the rec-sports pro-

gram. It is followed by the University
Center fee: $3.43 per credit hour.
In the years following the inception of the five-year Master Plan,
Maclean said that the three departmental fees-athletic, University
Center and recreation-have risen
sharply.
"The Chahcellor, with the support of the senate budget committee,
voted to take tuition money out of
those three programs and put it into
the academic area for implementation of the five-year plan," Maclean
said. "Because we pulled your tuition
money out of those fees, the fees have
almost doubled in the last five years."
During the SGA meeting, a nursing student claimed that nursing students paid an additional fee to use the

Rape awareness day. The Depression Screening Day. ScreenWomen's Center, the Center for ings will be conducted at CommuTrauma Recovery, and the psy- nity Psychological Service, Room
chology department will sponsor 238 Stadler Hall (516-5824), Unia day of events to iricrease rape versity Counseling Service, Room
awareness on Tuesday, Oct 8. Call . 427 of the Social Sciences and
516-5380 for more information.
BusinessBuilding(516-5711), and
the Women's Center, Room 221
University hosts African Clark Hall (516-5380).
Studies conference. The MidAmerican Alliance for African
New exhibit at Gallery 210.
Studies will hold its second an- "Native Papers," an exhibition of
nual conference Friday and Satur- works on paper by four Native
day, Oct 11-12, in theJ.C. Penney American artists, will open in GalBuilding. The conference, titled lery 210 on Thursday, Oct. 10, and
. "Cultural, Socio-Political and run through Dec. 8. An opening
Other Transformations in Contem- reception for the exhibit will be
porary Sub-Saharan Africa," is held from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Oct.lO.
sponsoreq by the Center for Inter- The gallery is located in Room 210
national Studies. Registration is of lucas Hall. Call 516-5952 for
$10 for students and $25 for non- more information .
students. Call Juanita Logan at
516-6838 for details.
Local sales tax increase. Effective Oct. 1, 1996, the City of
Free depression screening. Normandy has imposed a .5 perFree depression screening will be cent capital improvements sales
available from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. tax, bringing the total sales tax rate
Thursday, Oct. 10 at three sites on to 6.475 percent. Contact the ficampus. The screenings are pro- nance office at 516-5091 for more
vided in observance of National information . .

Get in
with

your future!
Choosing to become a Doctor of
Chiropractic is more than choosing a
!!!!!!!~:::::J profession. It's choosing the path to
your successful future by helping
others maintain a healthy, happier WdY of life - naturally.
Take the first step towdrd your future as an independent health
care professional. Write for a free admissions packet, or call toll-free.
Financial aid is aVdilable.

I

CLEVELAND
Chiropractic College
KANSAS CITI CAMPUS

6401 Rockhill Road • Kansas City, MO 64131-1181
www. clevelandchiropracti c. edu
Cleveland Chiropractic College is accredited by the Council on Chiropractic
Education and the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.

(800) 467-CCKC • (816) 333-8230

If you have the drive, the Missouri Army National Guard has the keys
to your future. You can add a little adventure to your life, serve part-time
in the Guard while earning great benefits:
Montgomery GI Bill
Part-Time Job with Great Pay
State and Federal Tuition Assistance
Paid Skill Training in the Field of your Choice
Joining the Guard doesn't mean putting off college or vocational
school training. The Missouri Guard College Plan could provide over
$23,()()() for your education. You can serve in your own community while
attending classes.
Find out how much fun getting to
MISSOURI
school can be.

*

*
*
*

CALL TODAY:
1-888-GO-GUARD

(

fitness center.
According to Maclean, she was
most likely referring to the $lSO-percredit hour hike in educational fees,
not activities fees, that nursing students pay.
"Nursing students don't pay any
more for activities fees than other
students. Their per-hour tutition is
much higher because theirs is a very
labor-intensive program with low student-to-teacher ratios ," Maclean
said.
Another contention in the letterthat non-alumni and non-student
memberships allowed the members
to bring unlimited friends and family
into the fitness center without
charge-was also false, accorcling to
Pat Dolan, director of athletics.
She said that non-alumni and nonstudents can purchase memberships
for $75 a semester or $150 a year. But
they must pay $5 for each guest they

bring to the center as students must
do. Non-alumni and non-students can
purchase family memberships, which
allow only members of the immediate family to use the center, for $150
a semester or $300 a year, Dolan said.
Maclean said that allowing to
students to choose whether or not
they wanted to pay for the U-Center,
recreation and athletic fees, as Loflin
suggested in his letter, is not a feasible way of running a university.
"These fees are the cost of education," Maclean saicL ''If you want to have
a University, you have to have these
programs. If you don't have these programs , enrollment will decline, and
the University's reputation \-vill decline"
Maclean said those who espouse
choice in activity fees have a "shopping
mall
mentality."
Education is an experience; it is more
than something you purchase,"
Maclean said.

"I think that we should lobby every administrator on all four [UMj
campuses," Edmiston said . "We
shouldn't limit ourselves to UM employees. I think voters in the state of
Missouri or the governor may take an
interest in what his appointees are
doing."
Fritchey said he will forward a
copy of the resolution to the University Senate and the board of curators.
In other news at the meeting, Benjamin Ashe was elected by a ratio of
two to one votes over nominee Steven
Wolfe. In the past, Ashe has been
invol ved in the Political Science
Academy.
• Five new student justices were
approved by the assembly. They are
Jacqueline Tubb, David Crowell,
David
Kassebaum,
Claude
louishomme, Margaret Heaser and
David Hewes. They will join Chief
Justice Steve Bartok, who has been

workincr solo so far this semester.
SGA Comptroller RI
Chamberlin announced that the dea
line for turning in Student Activi
Budget Committee applications
Oct. ] 8.
• SGA Vice President Ange
Hornaday announced that a Midnig
Madness celebration to kick off tl
basketball season is scheduled f
Oct. ]5 at the Mark Twain Bui!
ing.

Do the write
thing, Join The
Current. If anything, give us a
better idea for
a house ad.

